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ABSTRACT 
We show that a nonsingular pby-p matrix A is an inverse M-matrix if and only if 
Q’AQ + D is an n-by-n inverse M-matrix whenever Q is a p-by-n nonnegative matrix 
with exactly one positive entry in each column and D is a positive diagonal matrix. 
This includes several facts about inverse M-matrices as special cases. We also show 
that a nonnegative n-by-n matrix A is in the closure of the inverse M-matrices if and 
only if A + D is nonsingular and (A + D)- ’ < Dm ’ for 
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in which P is an n-by-n componentwise nonnegative matrix and fi > p( P ), 
the spectral radius of P. We call an n-by-n nonsingular matrix A an inverse 
M-matrix if A ~’ is an M-matrix. It is well known that an inverse M-matrix is 
componentwise nonnegative, and that a nonsingular matrix with nonpositive 
off-diagonal entries is an M-matrix if and only if its inverse is nonnegative. It 
follows that a nonsingular nonnegative matrix is an inverse M-matrix if and 
only if its inverse has nonpositive off-diagonal entries. We shall make frequent 
use of this observation. A good general reference for facts about inverse 
M-matrices is [2], and about M-matrices is 
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(3) (A + D)-’ belongs to M for each positive diagonal matrix D, 
(4) (A+aZ)~‘beZongstoMforaZZcw>O, 
(5) (A + D)-‘A > 0 for each positive diagonal matrix D, 
(6) (Z+cA)-‘<ZforaZZc>O, and 
(7) cA2(Z+cA)-l~AforaZZc>O. 
Two additional observations which stem from Theorem 2 are the follow- 
ing. 
COROLLARY 1. Zf A is an rwnsingular nonnegative n-by-n matrix, then A 
is an inverse M-matrix if and only if A + D is nonsingular and 
for all n-by-n positive diagonal matrices D. 
Note that via continuity “positive diagonal” may be replaced by “non- 
negative diagonal” in the above statement. 
COROLLARY 2. A nilpotent matrix A is in M, ’ if and only if A > 0 and 
A” = 0. 
In addition to the abovementioned results, Theorem 1 includes several 
other facts about inverse M-matrices as special cases: (1) a positive rank-l 
matrix plus a positive diagonal matrix is an inverse M-matrix (take Q to have 
all its nonzero entries in one row); (2) a permutation similarity of an inverse 
M-matrix is an inverse M-matrix [2] (take p = n, Q to be a permutation 
matrix); and (3) a principal submatrix of an inverse M-matrix is an inverse 
M-matrix [2, 41 (if the principal submatrix is k-by-k, take p = k, and Q to 
agree with the identity in the rows corresponding to the principal submatrix). 
We note further that the two extremes in Theorem 1, Q rank 1 and Q n-by-n 
with rank n, are both easy to verify and essentially known. 
We now prove the results described. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We assume (1) holds. 
First, suppose that A is an inverse M-matrix. For each positive diagonal 
matrix D we then have 
A-‘,<A-‘+ D-'. 
Since A ’ + D- ’ is an M-matrix, it follows that 
A-‘(A-‘+ D-')-',<I, 
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as both sides of the previous inequality have been multiplied by the nonnega- 
tive matrix (A ~ ’ + D- ‘)- ‘. Algebraically, this inequality is equivalent to 
A-‘[D-‘(A+D)A-‘] -‘<I, 
which simplifies to 
(A+D)-‘D&Z. 
Since this is equivalent to 
(A+D)-‘<D-‘, 
we get condition (2). To prove the implication (2) j (3) observe that (2) 
implies (A + D) -’ exists and belongs to 2 while its inverse is nonnegative. 
Thus (3) follows. 
The implication (3) * (4) is clear. To show that (4) implies (l), it suffices 
to choose a sequence { ai} converging to zero and such that (Y! > 0 for all i. 
Then A + (Y~Z E M-‘, i.e., A EM-~. Thus (l)-(4) are equivalent. 
Let us rewrite (A + D)-’ < D-’ from (2) in the equivalent form Z - 
(A + D))‘D > 0. It follows from (A + D))‘A = I -(A + D)-‘D that (2) 
and (5) are equivalent. 
Further, (2) clearly implies (6). The proof of (6) 2 (4) is analogous to the 
proof above that (2) 3 (3). Finally, the equivalence of (6) and (7) follows 
from the basic identity (I + CA)-’ = Z - CA + c2A2(Z + CA)-‘. This com- 
pletes the proof of Theorem 2. n 
The fact that A + D is an inverse M-matrix whenever D is a positive 
diagonal matrix and A is an inverse M-matrix follows immediately from 
Theorem 2, because (A + D) _ ’ has nonpositive off-diagonal entries and its 
inverse A + D > 0. Corollary 1 follows from Theorem 2. That A is an inverse 
M-matrix is equivalent to 
Algebraically, this is equivalent to 
(A+ D)-‘~20, 
which verifies Corollary 1. 
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Next, we prove Corollary 2. If A > 0 and A2 = 0, then (5) of Theorem 2 is 
satisfied, so we have A EM,‘. 
Now, let A EM; I. The fact that A > 0 is clear. Since A is nilpotent, we 
can assume via permutation similarity that A is upper triangular (and that 
a ii = 0 for all i) without loss of generality. 
Suppose A2 # 0. Let (i, k) be a pair of indices such that (A2)i,k f 0 with 
the property that k - i is minimal among all such pairs. If s > 3, then 
(As)i,k= C (A2)ij(A"-")jk=0, since j-i<k-i, 
i<j<k 
because A (and thus its powers) are upper triangular. Consequently, the 
(i, k) entry of the left-hand side of (5), which is a polynomial in A, is 
Now (5) implies 
(A)i,k 2 c(A~)~,~ for all c > 0, 
which is clearly a contradiction. Thus A2 = 0, and our proof is completed. 
If we look at the Jordan form of these nilpotent elements in M,‘, then it 
is clear that they are direct sums of zero blocks and 2 X 2 nilpotent blocks, 
0 1 ( 1 0 0’ 
The general question of the structure of matrices on the boundary of MY; I 
remains open, but Corollary 2 at least characterizes nilpotent elements on this 
boundary. 
Now we give the proof of Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Since the inverse M-matrices are invariant under 
positive diagonal multiplication and permutation similarity, we may assume 
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in which e,r = (1, 1, . . . , 1) is l-by-m,, i = 1,. . . , q. Since a principal submatrix 
of an inverse M-matrix is again an inverse M-matrix [2, 41, a partitioned 
calculation reveals that we may further assume without loss of generality that 
9 = p, i.e. that there are no zero rows at the bottom of Q. Define a similarly 
partitioned matrix Q by 
in which fi” = (LO,. . . ,O) is l-by-m,, i = l,, . . , p. Now, for i = 1,. . . , p, define 
m,-by-m, matrices Y, by 
in which 6,T = (l,l,..., 1) is (mi - 1)-by-l, and V, by 
in which the identity block is ( mi - 1)-by-( mi - 1). Let 
and 
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Since the right-hand side has nonpositive offdiagonal entries, it follows that 
Q’AQ + EU is an inverse M-matrix for each E > 0. For any positive diagonal 
matrix D, there is an E > 0 such that EU < D, and it follows from the Fact 
that Q’AQ + D is an inverse M-matrix. 
We have tacitly assumed that p ,< n, but a partitioned calculation shows 
there is no loss of generality in making this assumption. n 
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